
                        FOREIGN  LANGUAGE DAY  21/4/2022 

Mankind is blessed with the powerful tool of language which is used to convey 

and understand emotions, thoughts and opinions of different individuals. The 

use of language is deeply entrenched in our culture. A child imbibes the 

language of his parents and as one grows up in different cultures and 

environments, one’s language is shaped and redefined because of continuous 

interaction and transmission of ideas. Language is processed in different regions 

of the world and is influenced by different ethnicities and cultures. In turn, 

language has fostered cultural development and expansion of knowledge. With 

the passage of time, different languages have evolved.  

It was to celebrate this linguistic diversity that we at Sanskriti School planned 

out an array of activities for grades 6,7,8,9 and 10 on the occasion of Language 

Day on April 21st 2022 

All students studying French, Spanish and German participated with great zeal 

and vigour to celebrate this linguistic plurality. 

 Class 6: Creativity at its finest was witnessed when the class 6 children show 

cased their talent to make beautiful wall hangings presenting French, Spanish 

and German greetings, and colours, numbers etc in their respective languages. 

 

Class 7: Students were  presented fairy tales in French, Spanish and German. 

They also showcased the fairy tale in a shoe box and voila! We had fabulous 

results.  

A noteworthy project from 7D was Snow white and Seven Dwarfs (in Spanish) 

presented beautifully and very well narrated. 

 



 

 

Class 8: Students had to whip up the typical dishes or beverages of the country 

whose language they are studying. And the results were truly enthralling for the 

“Cooking without fire” theme. Their dishes were immaculate which could even 

put French cooking to shame. 

Projects worthy of mention were “The Burrito Bowl” and “The Mexican bean 

salad” which were lip smacking.  

 

      

 



 

 

Class 9: Students had to create memes on the theme “Back to school”. The 

students came up with many chortle-worthy memes, showcasing their own 

interpretations of the “Back to school” challenges in the most ingenious and 

interesting manner. 

           

 

Class 10: Students were required to illustrate any grammatical concept by 

means of a board game. Our students incorporated beautifully many concepts 

learnt by them. It was a sheer delight to watch their deep involvement and 

enthusiasm.  

Projects noteworthy of mention (in Spanish) were “Encantadores de gramática”, 

“Jenga” , “Parchís” and “Serpientes y Escaleras”. 



   

 

 

The Language Day was a huge success, another embellishment for our school 

which celebrates and embraces diversity, and cultivates inclusion. We are 

eternally grateful to our respected Principal Mrs. Agnihotri, respected Senior 

school in-charge Mrs. Poorni Rajesh and respected middle school in-charge 

Mrs. Abha Malik for their constant support and encouragement and their keen 

interest and fervour in the endeavours of the children.  

We hope to continue to celebrate this love for language with great pomp and 

zeal year after year. 

 





 

 



 



   

 

 


